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      (p, pa) AND (a, 2a) REACTIONS AT
MEDIUM-ENERGY AND ALPHA-CLUSTERING

       CORRELATIONS IN LIGHT NUCLEI

                            BY

                    Kiyokiko TAKIMOTO

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, I<yoto Vniversity, Kyoto, Japan

                             SYNOPSIS

   The energy correlation and angular correlation distributions between two emitted
particles from the (cu, 2ev) and (P, Pa) reactions on some light nuclei were obtained

and the reaction mechanism and the alpha-clustering correlation were investigated.
The reactions studied were : the (cu, 2cu) reactions on Be9 at 28.0, 32.3 and 37.4
MeV, B!O at 28.4 MeV, Ci2 at 28.0 and 37.4 MeV and Oia at 26.5 MeV, and the Be9
(p, pev) He5 reaction at 55 MeV.
   Peaks corresponcling te the low lying states of the residual nuclei were found
in the summed energy spectra, and the angular correlatien distributions were
obtainecl for the two emitted particles leading to the ground state of the residual
nucleus. The energy correlation and the angular correlation distributions between
the symmetrically emitted two particles were explained by assuming a quasi-free
scattering process with the plane wave impulse approximation. The amplitudes and
the shapes of the intranuclear momentum distribution ef the alpha-cluster show
that the alpha-clustering correlation is strong in Be9, fairly strong in BiO, weak in
Ci2 and rather strong in Oi6.

                               1. Introductio"

    The concept of cluster struÅëture provides a new tool for the further under-
standing of nuclear structure. In the surface of heavier nuclei and in the wliole
body of light nuclei, many phenomena related to many nucleon corre!ation have
been observed and discussed. In heavier nuclei the nuclear densky distributien
quickly falls off at the surface region, and in light nuciei the constant nuclear
density region scarcely exists and the surface region spreads throughout the
nucleus.i) In these diffuse density region, there exist many uiioccupied states in
the Ferml sea, so tlaa# the many particle correlation can easily tal<e place. This
correlation can scarcely exist in the infinite nuc!ear matter, because the states are
completely occupied2) and the two-body correlation is essential in this case. Because
tke iiumber of nucleoBs in the nucleus is finite, the ckaracter of the nuclear suriace
region has an important effect upon the whole nuclear properties. Then the
cluster structure in the surface region plays an important role upon the properties
of nuclei.2) Moreover, to get deep inslght of the properties of nuclear structure on
tlte bases of the realistic two-body nuclear forces, knowledge on tke many nucleon
correiations ls necessary and useful.

    The structure of light nuclei has been discussed witkin tlie framework of
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cluster modeis by several authors. ene oS them treats nucleon clusters as const-
ructed by the correlatlon between the nucleons in IIartree-Focl< potential,3) and the
others use the resonating greup methods.<,5) In ReL 5), the interaction between
the ciusters was derived from realistic two-body nuclear force. Such a treatmeitt
may be one o'f the useful methods to understaRd the nuclear structre on the bases
of the realistic two-body nuclear force.

    The experimental investigatlon about tke cluster structure has been perforiT}ed
concerning the following phenomena; cluster transfer reaction,6) quasi-free cluster
knock-out reaction,7) high energy spal}ation reaction,8) absorption of gamma quanta,

zm meson and K- meson by quasi-av particles,9) and tlie quasi-molecular states in
heavy ion coilisionsiO). Tkese phenomena provide important informatioB on the
nucleon cluster strticture. AmoBg them, tke cluster stripping or pick-up reaction
and the quasi-free knocl<-out reaction can give more precise information than others.
In particular, the latter reaction is the most useful, because the reaction mechanism
can be uniquely assigned and the form factor of the relative wave functiofis
between a cluster and tlie residual part in the nucleus can be decided in this
reaction.

    Among possible types of nucleo}a cluster in the nucleus, the alpha cluster is the
most interesting in the first place. The binding energy of an alpka-particle is
large coinpared with that of He3, T, D etc., while the interaction between two
alpha-particles is rather weak. These facts result from the characteristics of the
two-body nuciear force, the charactor of strong tensor force and of charge sym-
metry.ii) Then it is very interesting and valuable to study how tke alpha-clustering
is maintained ln the Ruclear many-body system, and how the alpha-clustering affects
the nuclear properties.

    Up to now, experiments on the quasl-free knocl{-out reaction kave been done
using relatively high energy incidene particles. But if medium energy particles
are used, some of tlie diMculties appeared in the high energy experlmenÅí are
removed. The first fnerit is that the individua! states of the final nucleus can be
separated because of the better energy resolueion in tke absoiute value. Actually,
in the experiments of high energy (P, Pev)i2) and (a, 2cr)i3) reactions hitherto made,
the individual states of the final nucleus kave not been resolved. The second iifierit

comes from the relatively large yields of the quasi-free scattering. For examp}e,
tke differential cross section of a-a scattering at 900 in the center-of-mass system

is about e.5 (mb/se.) at 120 MeV incident energy, while, at 53.4 MeV, that ls about
100 (mb/st.),i`) so the yield o'f the quasi-free alpha-alpha scattering can be expected
to lncreases at low energy. In general, as the yield of tke quasi-Åíree scattering
are not so large, the relatively large yield markedly benefits the accuracy of the
experiment. Still more, when higk energy particles collide with the nucleon cluster
in Ske nuc}eus, the clustering correlations are easily broken, and the observation o'f
the emitted particles cannot completely inforiT} us the clustering correlations in tlie

nucleus.

    It ls appropriate Åío call a (x, xav) reactlon a quasi-free x-a scattering, if this

reaction somewhat resenibles a free x-ev scattering. This scattering means that
the reaction can be appi"oximateiy considered as a collision between two ciassical
particles, the projectile and the bound alpha-particles. This condition is satisfied
when the energy of the incident partlcle is so high that the de Broglie wavelength
is sufflciently small to identify an alpha-particle in the target nucleus. In this
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 case, the reaction mainly occurs due to the direct interaction between the incident
and the knocked-out particle, and the reaction cross section may be expressed in
terms of the free x-ev scattering cross sectlon at the relevant energy and scattering
angle. In this way one can circumvent the lacl< of precise knowledge of the x-a
lnteraction in the nucleus and can extract the 2nformation directly related to the
motion of the alpha-cluster in the nucleus,

    Actually, the direct interaction model of the reaction mechanisfn as sketched
above preclicts that tke momenturn distribution of the recoiled resldual nucleus (we
call it the recoil momentum distribution hereafter), is equal to that of the alpha-
particie bound in the target nucleus, if the interaction between the residual nucleus
and the incomlng particle and the interaction between the residual nucleus and the
outgoing particle are neglected. This prediction follows from the natural assump-
tion that the residual nucleus (or core as ofle can call it when lt is a part of the
target nucieus) will continue to move as it did before the impact of the incoming
particie if the alpha-particle is removed in a very short time lnterval compared
with tlke period of the relative motion between the alpha-particle and the core.
Before impact, tke bound alpha-particie and the core must always move with
exactly equal and opposite momenta since the target as a whole is at rest. The
existence of interactions beeween the core and the lncoming or outgoing alpha-
partlcles will modify this assumption of the process, and this modification is more
serious in the medium energy reaction.
    Quasi-free 1<nock-out (x, xa) reation is restricted by the kinematical coRditiens
slmilar to those of a corresponding free scattering process. Using the Iaws of
conservatlon of energy and momentum the follwing equation are given

                        Eo =Ex+Ea+En+Es ''''''''''''''''''(l)
                        ko =" kx+ka -F kR '''"'''''''''''''(2)
where Eo, Ex and E. are the energies of the lncident particles and tlie two eutgoing
part!cles respectively, and hke, hkm and kk. mean the mornenta of them respecti-
veiy. TIie tsubscript .x is used to the incident and outgoing proton or alpha-
particles and ev means the strucl<-out alpha-particle. Es is the separation energy of
tlie alpha-particle, i. e. the energy Recessary to separate tlie bound alpha particie
from the target leaving the residual nucleus in a definite final state. Representing
tke excltation energy of the residual nuleus by Eex, the separat2on energy is equal
to the algebraic sum of the reaction Q-value and Eex, i, e. Es==Eex-Q. ER is the
kinetic energy of the residual nucleus and is related to the recoil momentum hkR
by

                                 hL' kR2                            En ""                                                           -••-••••-••--•(3)
                                  2M.
with MR being the mass of the residual nucleus.
   In the quasi-free scattering experiment, coincidence techniques are usually
employed to decide the Ex, E., hkÅë and hk. simultaneously. The incident energy
Eo aRd the incldent momentum hke are known. Now the reactien cross section
can be expressed as a function of summed-energy Ex+E.+ER(==Ee-Es). For a
given va}ue of Em+E.+ER the cross sectien isafuftction of hkR. We call the
former fuRction "summed energy spectrum" and the latter "recoil momentum
distribution". The recoil momentum hkR equals tke momentum -hk of the alpha-
cluster, so, from these measured values the information on the motion of the alpha-
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cluster in the target nucleus ls given. Tke summed-eneygy spectrum gives directly
the separation energy of an alpha particle in the target nucleus which Ieaves tlie
residual nucleus in some excited state.
    The analysis is much simp!ified when the experiment ls performed in a sym-
metric and coplanar geometry, i.e. in a way that the outgoing particles with
momenta which are coplanar with the beam and symmetric each other to the beam
are selectecl. Then, the following expression fer hfeR tke component of the recoil
momentum along the incident beam, is given

                          kR == leo-2le,, cosO ••••-•••••••••••••(4)
where, because of the symmetry,

                   fe :1k.1==1k.I, ex :0,,=:0, feR=:lknI ••••-•••••••••••••(5)

    Even when IkRl=O, i.e., when alpha-partic}es are at rest in the nucleus, the
angle 0 ls somewhat smaller than that expected from the free scattering due to
the separation energy.
    In the present wor}<, the properties of the alpha-ciustering correlations in Be9,
BiO, Ci2 and Oi6 nuclei are studied with the (cv, 2af) an(l the (P, Pcu) reactions on
these nuclei.;}`) The Be9 (cu, 2ev) }i{e5 reaction was observed at the iiicident alpha-
particle energy of 28.0,i5) 32.3 and 37.4 MeV.i6) Also, the Be9 (p, Pev) I-Ie`5 i'eactioni7)

was observed at the incident proton energy of 55 MeV. TIie BiO (a, 2ev) Li6
reactioniB) was investigated at the incident alpha-particle energy of 28.4 MeV.
The C'2 (a,, 2ty) Be8i6) reactions was performed at 28.0i5,i9) and 37.4 MeV a}pha
energy. Finally the Oi6 (a, 2cr) Cik' i9) reactions was observed at 26.5 MeV alpha-
particle energy. In each reaction, as described above, the energy correlation distrl-
butions and the afigular correlation distributions between the emitted particles
were obtained.
    In this paper, the experirnental results of these reactiofts are presented. The
experimental results are analysed by assuming the quasi-'Åíree scatterlng process.
Some informations on tiie aipha clustering correiations in these iight nuciei are
discussed.

                      2. Tke Experimental Proeedures

    2.1. (a, 2a) Reactions

    2. 1. 1. General
    In tlie experiments at Kyoto University, alpha part2cles of about 28 MeV from
a 105cm cyclotron were used. The beam spread at the center of the scattering
chamber was about 3.5 mm in diameter. The beam current was integrated electro-
nically and used as a beam monitor. In the experiments at the lnstitute for
Nuclear Study, University o'f Tokyo, alpha particles of 32.3 MeV and 37.4 ]N(IeV
from an energy varlable cyclotron were used. The beam spread at the cenÅíer of
the scattering cha,mber was about 3.5mm in diameter. The beam current was
integrated electronical}y and used as a beam monitor. The yield of the e!astically
scattered alpha particles from tke target at one angle was used as a target monitor
simuieaneously.
    The schematic diagram of the experimenta} arrangement is shown in Fig. 1.

  \' The author is much indebted to the authors of Ref. 16)rv19), fer allowing him to use the
     experimental data before publication.
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Two detectors were mounted on two movable arms respectively, and cou!d be
rotated 2ndependently in the same plaRe containing the beam axis. Silicon semi-
conducter detectors of P-n junction type and also•of surface-barrier type were
used as alpha partlcle detectors. The depletion layers of the both types of the
detectors were thick enough to stop 30 MeV alpha-particles. They were placed
just behlBd the defining apertures of 3 or 4mm in diarr}eter wkich were about
10cm apart from the target center.
   A block diagram of tke electronic system used in the experiments is shown in
Fig. 2. Pulses from the detectors were amplified with the voltage sensitive pre-
ampiifiers and the fast amplifiers. The rise time and the full width of the output
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            Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement
                  for the measurement of the (a, 2at) reactions.
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pulses were abottt 15 ns and less than 50 ns respectively. Then the pulses were
divided into two parts; the one was used as a timing signal and the other as an
energy signal. The timing pulses were discriminated and shaped to the 20 ns width
rectangu!ar pulses ancl then fed into a fast coincidence circuit with 2T=:tlÅ~ 10-8 sec

resolving time. The energy signals were fed into a pulse-height-analyser, only
when the gate were opened by the output pulse of the coincidence circuit.
Signals from each detector were ied into the input connectors of a two-dimensional
pulse-height-analyser; 32Å~32 channel or 64Å~64 channei P. H. A.. The resolving
time of the coincidence circuit was sufficient!y shorter than the time interval of
the beain bunches of the cyclotron, tliat were 7.7xlO-8 sec for Kyoto University
cyclotron and 1.13Å~10-7 sec, and 1.05Å~10-7 sec, for INS cyclotron corresponding to
28, 32.3 and 37.4 MeV alpha-particle beams, respectively. With tlais condition the
two-dimensional pulse-lieight-analyser registers only the events arose in tke period
of one beam bunch.
    The random coincidence counts were estimated by delaying the timing of one
of the two detectors by the time lnterval of the beam bunches. The random
coincidence runs were carried out whenever the true coincidence runs were done
and the random coincidence rates were less tkan a few percent of the true coinci-
dence rates at most angles. Only at the extreme forward angles tlie rates were
about ten percent. The stability of tke eleceronic system was checked by measuring
the peak of alpha-particles elast!cally scattered by the target, before and after
eacli true or random coincidence runs.
    The timing adjustment and the energy calibration of the whole counting
system were set by using alpha-alpha scattering and the elastic scatterlng of alpha-

particles by the target nuclei. •
    The angular resolution of the counter system for the coincidence measurement
was checked by detectiiig the angular correlatlon distribution between the elastically
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scattered alpha-particle and the recoiled target nucleus. The experimental angular
resolution was scarcely different from the values calculated from the geometrical
condition. An example of such measurement is glven in Flg. 3. for the Be9-ev
system. The energy resolutions of the detector system for the angular correlation
measurement were also checked by using the same phenomenon. One of the
resu!ts is given iR-Fig. 4. In tkis case the energy resolution ef a single counter
was about 1 MeV in full width. In most cases better resolutions were attained.
Only in the case of Oi6, the energy resolution was worse (--2 MeV.) because the
oxygen gas targee was used.
    Two dimensloRal pulse height distributions were measured at each pair of 0i
and 02 between the coincident two alpka-particles (the notation given in Fig. 1. is
used hereafter). Tke differentia! cross sectioRs can be determined as functiofis o'f
four parameter, (0i, Ei, 02, E2). These four parameters compietely decide the
l<inematics of the three body system in a coplane. Two different methods to
measure the angular correlatien distribution were adopted ; the one has a symmet-
ric geometry described in Section 1., and the otlier has non-symmetric geomeery
where 0i ls fixed at a certaig value and e2 is varied. In the former it}ethod tlie
recoil mornentum hkR relates directly to the angle 0 (=0i=:02). In the latter
method the recoil momentum which lies in other direction than that of the beam
is observable and further the mixing of tlie seqttential two-body decay process can
be cltecked. This sequential process means that at first an incident alpha-particle
is inelastically scattered by the target nucleLis and then the recoiled nucleus in an
excited state emits an alpha-particle.
    In order to distingulsh this process from the direct knoc}<-out process with tlke
aid of kinematical consideration, the variation of the energy spectrum of fixed
counter accompanied with the ckange of 02 must be measured. Examples of the
relation of ]kRl vs. (Ei, 0i, E2, 02) are given in Fig. 5. (syminetric geometry)
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    '
and in Fig. 6. (non-symmetric geometry), for the Be9 (a, 2di) He5g,nd reaction at

28.0 MeV. '  • The average beani current was about O.05ptA througkout the experiinents.
The ainount o'f alpha-particle beam used in each run was about 100 pa Coulomb.

    2. 1. 2. Be9 (ev, 2ev) He5 Reaction '
    The experiments were performed using 28.0, 32.3 and 37.4 MeV alpha-particles.
Tke target of Be" was a self-supported thin foil prepared by vacuuin evaporation
and the thicl<ness of the foil used was ranged from O.!1mg/cmS' to O.83mg/cm2.
The solid angle subtended by each counter was about 1Å~10-3 steradian in all cases.
    In the experiiT}ent at 28.0 MeV, fotir !<inds of the angular correlation distril)u-

tion were measurec!. They were: (i) e=0i :0L,, 0=220-700. (ii) 0i ==300, e,,=200
--- 700, (iii) t7,=350, 0,, =200-700, (iv) 0,=420, 0,, =220-82e.

    In the experlments at 32.3 MeV and 37.4 MeV, only the syminetric metlied
was adopted (0 =15e-600' in the former and 0=150-7ee in the latter).
    2. 1. 3. BiO (ev, 2ev) Li6 Reaction

    The experimen'L' was perfonned using 28.4 MeV alpha-particles. The earget
of BiO was a self-supported thka foil prepared by vacuuin evaporation of 99%
enriched BiO isotope and the thicl<ness of the foils used during the experiments was

O.i6 mg/cm2. .    Two l<inds of the angular correlation distribution were measured: (i) (0=:0i
=0,, 0 :160-700) (ii) (e,=:400, 0,==150-750).
    2. 1. 4. Ci" (cy, 2af) BeS Reaction

    Tke experiment was performed using 28.0 MeV and 37.4 ]iV[eV alplia-particles.
The target of Ci2 was a self-supported thin foil prepared by vacuum evaporation
or by thermal cracking of C}Id gas. The thickness of the foil used was ranged
from O.1 mg/cm2 to 1 mg/cmL.
    In the experiment at 28.0 MeV, four types of the angu!ar correlation distribu-
tion were measured: (i) 0 :0i=:02, 0=250-600 (ii) 0i==250, 0,--200-650, (iii)
0,=350, 0,=200-700, (iv) 0,= 500, 0,,=:200-700.
    In the experiment at 37.4 MeV, only the symmetric method was adopted
(0 =ei = 02, 0=l2.50-67.5o).

    2. 1.5. 0]6 (ev, 2ev) Ci"" Reaction

    The experiment was performed by using 28.0 ]IN4[eV alpha-particles. The target
of Oi6 was natural oxygen gas of 99.9% purity at the pressure of 40cmHg. The
energy of the 2ncident alpha-particles was 26.5 MeV at tke center of the gas target.
The a"gular resolution in this gas target system was measured by ev-I{e4 scat-
tering and was about 60. The energy resolution was measured to be -v2.0 MeV.
    The angular correlatlon disÅíribution was measured only by the symmetric
method (0= 0i=:02, 0==200-65o).

    2.2. Be9 (p, pa) He2 Reaction

    Protens of about 55 MeV was obtained from a synchlo-cyclotron of the Insti-
ttite for Nuc}ear Study, University of Tokyo. The beam spread at the center of
the scattering cliamber was about 10mm iA ltelght and in width. The beam
ctirrent was integrated electronically and used as a beam monitor.
    The schematic cliagram of tlie exprimental arrangement is skown in Fig. 7.
A proton counter and an alpha-particle counter were mounted on tke two moving
arms respectively, and could be rotated independently in the same plane containing
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    The front detector also detected
only the protons of Iess than 3 MeV
and the deuterons of less than 4 MeV.
Tke middle detector (500pt) was used
to detect tke alpha-particles of more
than l2 MeV and less than 35 MeV, by
the same method as above. The middle
detector also detected only proeons of
the energy from 3 MeV to 9 MeV and
deuterons of the energy from 4 MeV te
12 MeV. The alpha counter was piaced
just behind the defining aperture of
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9.95 cm apart from the target center.
    A block diagram of tke electronic
system is shown in Fig. 8. P"lses from
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and the thickness of the foil was 1.4 mg/cm2
and the size was 15 mm in diameter.
    The timing adjustment and the energy
calibration of the wlkole counting system
were set by coincidence ineasuremeBt of the
proton-proton scattering using a polyethy-
lene film as a target and the proton-Be"
elastic scattering. For the proton and alpha-

particle system the timing was modified
according to tlte difference of the flight
time.

    The angular correlation distributlon was

measured only by the symmetric method.
The re}ation among the receil mornentum
hikR], the symmetrical angle 0(=0p=0.)
and the momentum of the einitted partlcle
hlkpl (==hlka[) for the Be" (p,paf) He"J
reaction was calculated according to the
eqs. (1)--(5) and ls shown in Fig. 9.

    The average beam current was O.04 ptA
of the debunched beam. The amount of
proton beam for each run was about 50pt
Coulomb, and at the recoilless angle (0= 550)

four runs were accumu}ated. At each
angle, a random coincidence run was carried
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was 2r =40 ns.). Although pulses from the detector had a relatively long rise
time, the tiine ripple of the coincidence was less than 10 ns because the pulses
were amplified suthciently so as to trigger the fast discriminator much before the
fuli rise. The coincident output was fed into the next coincidence circuits. For
the alpha counter, output signal 'from the 100pt-500pt anti-coincidence circuit, was
fed lnto the next coincidence circuit. This coinc2dence circuit selected the pulses
from the proton counter and the alpha counter and its output signal opened the
gates of the energy pulses from the 100pt and tke 5mm detectors. Tke resolving
time of the whole coincidence system was 2T=6Å~10-8 sec. Within this tiine
interval two bunches of the proton beam could be lncluded. The proton spectrum
was registered in the one side (64 ch) of the two-dimensional pulse-height-aikalyser
(ND 4096) and the aipha-particle spectrum ln the other side, wkich was divided
into two parts (2Å~32ch) and the low-energy alpha-particles and the high-energy
alpha-particles were.separately fed into each part with tke use of ROUTE GATE.
    The random coincidence counts were estimated by delaying the timing oi one
of the two counters by two time intervals of the beam bunches. The random
coincidence runs were carried out every after the true coincidence rttns and the
random coincidence rate was less than a few percent of the true coiRcidence rate
at most angles except at an extremely forward angle. This good signal-to-noise
ratio was attributed to the telescope system of the proton counter and the anti-

coincidence system of tlie alpha counter. •
    The target of Be9 was a self-supported Kinematics of Be9(p,pa}-teSs,nd
thin foil prepared by vacuum evaporatlon eE'[-e5p5.M-&ev g,=.-p2,53Mev
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 A kinematical relation among
 the recoil momentum hlkRl
 the symmetrical angle e(= ei,

 =e.) and the momentum
 the emitted particle hikpl
 (=hlka D for the Be9 (p, pa)
 He'ng'nd (Q t-2.5 MeV) reac-
 tion (e.=e., hlkp]=hik.1)
 at 55 MeV. For the notations
 see in text.
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out using about a half of amount of proton beam for a true coincidence run. As
a inonitor, a surface-barrier silicon detector with the depletien layer of 1.5mm in
thickness was set behind the 1.5mm aluminium absorber at 450 and the elastically
scattered pretons by the target were detected.

                         3. Experimemtal Resu}ts

   3.1. Be9 (a, 2a) He5 Reaction

   The summed energy spectra are given ln Fig. 10. The abscissa shows the
summed energy (Ei+E." +En) and the excitation energy of the residual He5 nucleus.
The set of 0i-0t, c}ted ln the figure ls the recoilless angle, when the He5 nucleus
is left in the gretmd state. There exists a sharp peak at the summed-energy
corresponding to the ground state of He5 nucleus (Q=t-2.5 MeV) in each case.
About this peal< the data are decomposed to give the angular correlation distribu-
tions at the three energies. At 32.3 MeV and 37.4 MeV, about tke region aroLmd
Q t-7.0 MeV (corresponding to the lst excited state o'f He5') Rucleus) the angular
correlation distributions are also obtained. Ftirthermore, at 37.4 MeV about the
region around Q= -19.2 MeV (corresponding to the 2nd excited state of He5 nuc-
leus) the angular correlation distribution is obtained.

                                         Figs. 11--14. show four kinds of the
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The summed-energy spectra of the
emitted alpha-particles from the Be9

 (a, 2a) He5 reactions at 28.0, 32.3
and 37.4 MeV respectively, when both
counters are set at the recoilless
angles for the Q-value of -2.5 MeV

in the symmetric method. The
abscissa shows the summed energy
(Ei+E2-}-ER) and the excitation
energy of the residual He5 nucleus.

angular correlation distribution fer the
Be9 (ev, 2cu) He5g,nd reactien at 28.0
Ml [eV. The distributions is shown for
each 2.5 MeV interval of Ei, and in
each interval the four kinematical para-
meters are determined within the expe-
rimental resolution. When Ei is 11.5

           Be{}ta,2a)He5 Q=-2•s3MeV

            E!b"28•OMeV
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Fig. 11. The angular correlation distributions
       for the Be{ (a, 2a) He5g'na (Q r-2.5
       MeV) reaction at 28.0 MeV obtained
       by the symmeric method (eirce2).
       The distribution is shown for each
       2.5 MeV interval of Ei.
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  Be9(a,2q)HEI>g,nd Q=2.53MeV

    Eo=28 MeV
i;gii-Åí-E-ii.4II;\.'S/.,
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    wo     loO ,.s.si'"M5"""---6o"ts"XG6•sg-/goMeV

            e2(degree)
Fig. 12. The angular correlation clistribut'ions

       for the Be9 (a, 2st) He3'g'nct (Qim-" -2.5

       rlvi[eV) reaction at 28.0 MeV obtained
       by the non-symmetric method when
       ei is fixecl at 420. The distribution
       is shown for each 2.5 liVIeV interval
       of E,.

MeV-i4.0 iTV[eV, the condition Ei =EL, is
    Fig. i! gives the results obtained
distribution curves that of EiorEz can
Eq. (6).

    Fig. 12 gives the resuits obtained
fixed at 420. As seen in Figs. 11 and
maximum value about 'the recoilless
proves that the quasi-'free alpha-alplka
there exists another sharp peak at
this ls tailings due te coincident pulses

recoil Be9 nuclei. These surplus
eRergy !oss of Be ions is little be'fore

   Figs. 13 and 14 give the results
0i is fixecl at 350 and at 300
is not existeBt if EirEL,, but exists in
point exists at Ei=:16.0 MeV .aRd .
0..--550. In both cases tke maxlma of
in these points.

   Figs. 15 and 16 show the angular
obtained by the symmetric method at
tion distributions about the region of Q
interval of Ei. If EicrE2, the
dfferentia! cross section occurs at this
16, the angular correlation distributions
S}10Wll.

   Figs. 17-v19 show the ang'ular
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Fig. The angular cDrrelation distribtitions
       fDr the BeO (ct, 2a) He5g'na ((;? :-2.5

       MeV) 'reaction at 28.0 MeV obtainecl
       by the non-symmetric methocl when
       et is fixed at 350. The clistribu•tion
       is shown for each 2.5 MeV interval
       of E,.

the syihmetric method. Among these
  directly compared with Fq. (5) and
   /
tke non-symmetric method when ei is
 the differential cross sectlons have a
 (ni'4L?-O=0i=:0o., lf Ei==EL,). This fact

   ' process is realised. In Fig. 12,
   '  angles for some energy intervals, but
elastically scattered alpha-particles ancl
   :. events can be selected out lf the
1 at the active layer of the detector.

  by the non-symmetric method when
 In Figs. 13 and 14, tlie recoilless point
  Et and 6L,. If ei=350, ehe recollless
 and if 0i=300, at Ei=18.5 MeV an(1
 differential cross section are observecl

                of the alpha-particles
M[eV. In Fig. !5, the aBgular corre}a-
    MeV are shown for each 2.5 MeV
angle is 42.5e and a inaximum of the
   as is observed at 28 MeV. In Fig.
  the regioB arouncl Qor-7.0 MeV are

    distributioiis o'f tlie alpha-particles
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14. The angular correlation distril)utions

   for the Be" (a, 2a) He5g'nd (Q t-2.5
   MeV) reaction at 28.0 MeV obtained
   by the non-symmetric method when
   Oi is fixed at 30e. The distribution
   is shown for each 2.5 liVIeV interval
   of E,.

Fig. 15.
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The angular correlation distributions

for the Be9 (a, 2ct) He5 (Qt=-2.5
MeV) reaction at 32.3 MeV obtained
by the symmetric method (e=:er = e2).

The distribution is shown for each
 5.0 "sV!eV interval of Ei.
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16. The angular correlation distributions
   for the Beg (a, 2a) He5ist (Q= -7.0
   MeV) reaction at 32.3 )iv(ieV obtainecl
   by the symmetric method (o==ei =e2).
   Only the symmetric energy distribu-
   tion (Ei tE2) is shown.
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The angular correlation distributiens
for the Be9 (a, 2a) Hefig'nd (Q-N rm2.5

MeV) reaction at 37.4 MeV ebtained
by the symmetric method (e =ei=:e2).
The distributions is shQwn tor each
2.5 MeV interval of Ei.
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    Be9(a,2a)He?st

         Q=--5i5-8-5MeV
      Eo=37•4MeV
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              e-ye
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Fig. The angular correlation distributions
       for the BeO (a, 2a) He5ist (Q :-ZO
       MeV) reaction at 37.4 MeV obtained
       by the symmetric method (e==ei==e2).
       Only the symmetric energy distribu-
       tion (Ei tE2) is shown.

obtained by the symmetric metkod at
tion distributions about the regien of Q
interval of Ei. If Ei :E2, tlie
clifferential cross section' is also

angular correlation distribtitions of the
Qtr-7.0 MeV and -19..?. MeV are
    An important fact ls that,
section has a maximum at the recoilless
angular correlation distributioRs at the
change of the incident energy and tke
with the quasi-'free alpha-aipha '

    3.2. B'O (a, 2a) Li6 Reaction

    The summed energy spectrum is '
the summed energy and the excitation
neously. Tkere exist apparently peaks
about -6.6 MeV, which correspond to
The angular correlation distributions are
    Flg. 21 shows the angular
the region o'Åí Q= -4.5 MeV obtained by
Ei tEL,. Fig. 22 shows the angular
ebtained by the non-symmetric method
angular corre}ation distributlon of the
MeV is given.
    In Figs. 21 and 22, the shape of
the recoi}less angle (400

is tkat tlte relatlve angular momentum
core in BiO nucleus is different from
rence of the reaction Q-value. The
Fig. 22 at the bacl<ward angles is
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         alpha-pareicles
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 througltout
        angle.
       forward
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                30 60
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 Fig. The angular correlation distributions
        for the Be9 (a, 2af) }Ie52nd ((? =-19.2
        MeV) reaction at 37.4 MeV obtainecl
        by the symmetric method (o = eiwr-02).
        Only the symmetric energy distril)u-
        tion (EicrE2) is shown.

 MeV. In Fig. 17, the angular correla-
    MeV are shown for each l.25 MeV
 angle is 43.00 and a inaxiix}um of the
at this angle. In Figs. 18 and i9, tke
             about the regions around
respectively.

  the experimefit, the differential cross
     Anether lmportant fact is that the
      angles vary their shape with the
     methocl. These facts are consistent
process as will be discussed later.

             given in Flg. 20, where the abscissa represents
               energy of the residual Li6 nucleus simulÅíe-
                 at the Q value of about -4.5 MeV and
              tke ground and the ! st excited states of Li6.
                obtained about tltese Åíwo peal<s.
       correlation distribution of the alpka-particles about
                the symirietric method (e= 0i==02) where
            correlation distribution about the same region
                (0i=400 where Ei=E2). In Fig. 23, the
              alpha-particles about the region of Qctr(-6.6

              the angular corre}ation distributions around
) ls quite different from that of Be9 nucleus. Tke one reason
                state between an alpha-particle and a Li6
             that in Be9. The other reason is the diffe-
            sudden rlse of the difSereRtial cross sectlon in
          interpreted as t"ne effect of the sequential alpha
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20. A summed energy spectrum of the
   emitted alpha-particles from the BiO
    (a, 2a) Li6 reaction at 28.4• MeV
   when both counters are set at 40e
   (=el =e2).
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21. The angular correlation distribution
   for the BiO (es, 2a) Li6g'nd ((? ! um4.5

   )i,([eV) reaction at 28.4 MeV obtained
   by the symmetric methocl (e= ei=:e2).
   Only the symmetric energy distribu-
   tion (Ei= E2) is sliown.
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23. The angular correlation distribution
   for the B'O (a, 2a) Li6ist (Q :-6.6
   MeV) reaction at 28.4 MeV obtained
   by the non-symmetric method at 400.
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decay process.

    3.3. Ci2 (a, 2a) Be8 Reaction

   Fig. 24 represents the sumined energy spectra of tke alpha-particles from Ci2
(cr, 2a) Be8 reaction at 28.0 MeV and 37.4 MeV wlien botk counters were set at
the recoiliess angles. Peaks are found at tlie Q-value of about -7.5 MeV and
about -10.3 MeV, wkich correspond to the ground and the 1st excited state'of Be8.
   Flgs. 25tv29 show angular correlation distributions at 28.0 MeV. Tke angular
correlatioR distribution about Q= -7.5 MeV are shown for each 2.5 MeV intervals
of Ei. Figs. 25 and 26 give tke results obtained by the symmetric iT}ethod and
the nen-symmetric methocl (0i=350) respect!vely. The recoilless angie is 350
(==0=0i=02) if E!crE2. Tliis condition is held when Ei is 9.5 MeV -il.5 MeV.
Ti}e shapes of the angu!ar correlation distributions around the recoilless angle are
quiee different from that of Be". Tkis fact ls concerned to the difference of the
reaction Q value (i. e. -7.5 MeV), as will be discussed later. Figs. 27 and 28 give
the resalts obtained by the non-syiininetric method wheR 0i was fixed at 250 and
500 respectively. The recoil}ess points are not included in these figures.
   Figs. 30 afld 31 show the angular correlation distributions obtained by the
symmetric metliod at 37.4 MeV. The former gives the results for the region of
Qt-7.5 MeV aRd tlie latter for the region of Qcr-IO.3 AiaeV. In Fig. 27, the

            c12(a,2a )Be8

      100 Eo=2s•oMev
            ei=e2=3sO c12(a,2a)Beg,nd
      ,,so g/ltt/iilliililil'll:M

                                         Vs 5
       o                                         ane
                                         vO

Fig. Fig. 25.
         25 30 35     SUMMED ENERGY (MeV)     -50 Excitation Energy in Be8 (MeV)

24. The summed-energy spectra of the
   emitted alpha-particles from the Ci2
   (ec, 2a) BeS reaction at 28.0 and 3Z4
   liV{eV respectively, when both coun-
   ters are set at the recoilless angles
   for the Q-value of -7.5 IVIeV in the

   symmetric method. The abscissa
   shows the sumrned energy (Ei+E2
   +ER) and the excitation energy of
   the residual BeB nucleus.

       • 140-a6•5MeV
      eNe--f!se-St-e e e -

       30 60       G=el=e2(degree)

The angular correlation distributions

for the Ci2 (a, 2a) BeSg'nd (Q r-7.5
MeV) reaction at 28.0 MeV obtainecl
by the symmetric methocl (emeire2).
The distribution is shown for each
2.5 MeV interval of Ei.
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of the distortion of

   3.4. 0'6 (a, 2a)

   The summed
sttmmed energy and
peak is observed in
Fig. 33 gives the
obtained by the
( ==e =o, == e,).

   3.5. Be9 (p, pa)

   Fig. 34, shows a
cles from the reaction
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                Tl)e angular correlation distributions for the Ci2 (a, 2ec)
                BeBg'nd (Q=-7.5 MeV) reaction at 28.0 MeV ol)tained by
                the non-symmetric method when ei is fixed at 500. The
                clistribution is shown for each 2.5 MeV interval of Ei.

              0=0i==02=350, and Ei tE2. Also in this case tke shape of the
distributioR is different from that of Be9 nucleus. The large Q value is the reason
                the skape of the distribution.

                 Ci2 Reaction

              energy spectrum is given in Fig. 32. T}ie abscissa sliows the
                 the excitation eltergy of the residttal Ci2 nucieus. A sharp
                the vicinity of the ground state of Ci2 nucleus (Qct -7.2 MeV).
              angular correlation distribution fer the region of Q :-7.2 MeV
              symmetric method at 26.5 MeV. The recoilless angle is 340

                  Ke5 Reaction

                 two-dimensienal energy spectrum of protons and alpha-parti-
                  Be9 (p, pav) He5 at 550(=e.==0.) and at 55 MeV. Because
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                                4. Discgssion

    4.1. The Di!reee Interaction Proeess

    4.LL General
    A quasi-free x-ev scattering experiment, wlten both eutgoing particles are
detected with good energy and angular reso}utlon, gives the information suMcient
to determine the receil moinentum hkR. The separation energy of an alpka-particle
from the target nucleus is also determined. Then the information on the state ln
wkick an a}pha-particle is coupled with the core in the target itucieus is given.

    It is concluded from the experimental results in Section 3, that the quasi-'Åíree
scattering is a good description for the reaction mechanism especially for Be9.
Therefore, it is worthwhlle to aRalyse the experimental results wlth the direct
interaction mechanism in the first place.

    We use the impulse approximation for the description of this process, that is,
an alplaa-particle in a targe.t nucleus is assumed to be knocked-out by an incidefit
particle giving little effect on the core. .In addition, we neglect the distortion of
the incident aRd the ou'tgoing waves by the core. The genera! expression for the
cross section of the (cr, 2ev) reaction is

                 d3k,dd3"kO,d3k. =: 4rtrr,22feM, cr [tfi[263(ki+kl-kn-ko)

                               x E(Ei+EL) +ER -i- Es-EIo). ••••••`•••i•••••••(6)

M. is tlie mass of an alpha particle and tri is the matrix element of the transitien
between the initial state and the final state.
    In the first Born approximation and using plane waves for the wave function
of the incident and outgoing particles, the matrix element tfi can be represented as

                 tfi=: (2}42I.rrcs)2 Xngfi"-)4,A(k3)'M(1, 2; O, 3), ' `•••i•-•••••••....(7)

where hk3 (==hki+hk2+hko) equals -hJcp. and becomes tl?e same with the mo-
mentum hk of the alpha cluster reiative to the cere ln the nucleus.
    M(l, 2; O, 3) is the matrix element corresponding to the scattering process of
free alpha particles wlth the initlal momeRta hko, hk3 and with the final momenta
hki, hk2, and relates to the free ev-cu scattering cross section in the center of mass
system, using the first Born approximation, as follows :

              da -- -              dg- fr(l, 2; o, -3)=: } (2hn, )`t4J, IM(l, 2; o, 3)l"-, •t•...............(s)

where barred quaRtities are tal<en in the center ef mass system. da/aP.fr
(1, 2; O, 3) is tl}e cross section of the free ev-a scattering not on the energy shell
but off the energy shell,

    ll;].oA(nm)4,A(k3)l2 describe the relative momentum distribution of the alpha

cluster in the nucleus, i. e., the probability of finding an alpha cluster in a state of

momentum kk. '
    Using Eqs. (6), (7) and (8), the differential cross section is expressed as follows :

               dE,d.s?d;dOE,d,s2, =" agl"o.felei,h2 il;Igl"-)a,A(k3);2
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                Å~ ddS-fr(r, 2'; b', g)•s(E,+E,+E.+E,-E,) ••••••••••••••••••(g)

    Then we assttme the cluster stracture of the nucleus aiid represent tlie wave
funct!on for the target nucleus as follows :

                     gb.t ==N: Åë.(ri)diA-4(r3)xfibe(R) ••••+•••••••••••••(10)
                           f.ef
Here, Åë.(ri) ls tlie internal wave function for the alpha cluster in the nucleus.
g5A-4(r3) is the internal wave function for tke rest part of tke nucleus in a certain
state of the resldual nucleus. xani(R) js the wave function for the relative motion
between the alpha cluster and the cere in the target nucleus, Here, we spproxi-
mate xrm(R) by the following equation:

                     Xbhi (R) = : Arn • x(R) YnM(k9),

                       x(R)=Rn exp(- i BR2) ,
                                                             ------l-l-1---i-+-(11)

                          Rxri-r3,

where B ls the parameter which relaees to the spacial spread of the relative
motion. L is the re!ative angular momentum between the alpha cluster and the
core. The Gauss type function is assumecl for x(R) in order to simplify the
ca!culation as is usually done.3,4,5) IV is ehe normalization constant for tke totaly
system. In the wave function (10), we neglect t'he antisyimnetrization, which
has little effect, if the alpha cluster is thoroughly separated spacially 'from the
core in Åíhe nucleus. This extreme approximation is convenlent to see the skua-
tion at first sight. Then, tlie normalization constant N of the target wave Eunction
is used to normalize on!y tlie wave function of the re}ative inotion xllni(R),
assuming ip.(ri) and g5A-`(r3) are the normalized wave functions.
    Then the momentum distribution becomes

              V, ]gffL)"(k)12==;. 2LAI+al feik'Rx..,,(R)dR 2

              Å~ fg6E'`(ri)g6li'-4(r3)sb,,(ri)sbAm`(r3)dridr3 2 •••••••••••••-••••(12)

where gb. aad sbA-4 are the internal wave functions of the alpha particle and the
residual nucleus, respectively, ;n the free space.
    In Eq. (12), the !ast factor on the rigkt is often interpreted as the probability
of finding tke alpha cluster in the nucleus and the first factor as a norma}ized
momentum density distribueion.L'6) Here we put them as iollows.

             Pct=: fÅëtr'(ri)ipX-4(r3)g!.(ri)ip.{md(r3)dridr3 L' •••••••-•••••-••••(13)

             pi(lc)=IVZ•V. fe-ik'"z"M(R)dRZ ••••••+•:•••••••••(14)

Then,

             :lg2"m'i,n(k)IL' =f(k) == Z N2L•P.•pn(It) ••••••••••••••••••(15)

              •n I    In the actual calculation, the most simple function is used as f(k), that is,

                 fn(k)==p•(k)2Mexp(-( k' )2), ••••`'''''''''''''(16)

                       '                         '                  -corresponding to eack relative angular momentum staÅíe. In this equation a is
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 relevant to the spacial spread of the relative motion, where ev==V2P-. -P is the
 amplitude of the momentum distribution and is equal to the product of NZ and P.
 and the factor due te tlie transformatlon to the mome.gtum space.
    In tke case of the (P, Pa) reaction, the differential cross section is expressed,
 similarly to the equation (9), as follows :

               dE.d3?d.`d6E,,d.s?. = g!{Åí,lekp,fe" ;Igk"-),,.(k,)I2

                                  do -- -- -                               Å~ dp. fr(P• ev; O, 3)'5(Ev+"Ilr.+ER+E,-Ee)

                                                             •--•••-•-••-(17)

    In the actual calculation, we use the fuRction expressed by Eq. (16) as in the
case of the (ev, 2ev) reaction. When there exists the distortion of the incident or
the outgoing wave, i.e., when the interaction between the 2ncomlng or outgoing
particle and the core cannot be negligible, the situatlon is different. When the
incoming and the outgo2ng wave are affected by the corresponding optical poten-
tials, which, are not so different each other, the momentum distribution function
Zigk"-)4,A(k3)1`" js distorted. If analogy with the calculation about tlie quasi-free

 n
proton-proton scattering can be held, the amplitude of the momentum distribution
•is strongly decreased and tke shape is relatively smeared out.2i) }Iowever the
accurate distorted wave treatmefit of the qttasi-free scattering process is not easy
at present from some theoretical reasons.22) Then, we inake bold to neglect tke
distortion effect in order to see the essential qualities of the phenomena.
    The cross section Eq. (8), cannot be accurately estimated, because we have no
experimental data about the scattering off-the-energy-shell. So, we must choice a
conventional method. We replace the value of da/d9fr(l, 2; O, 3), by the experi-
mental'differentlal cross section oR the energy shell for the same amount of momen-
tum transfer (=h{(ko-k3)-(Jci--k2)}) at the incident energy ef 'h2Vce-k3I2/2M..
This convenient method is usually eniployed in the treatment of the nucleon-nuc-
ieon scattering off the energy shel123) and is proved very feasible. In tke case of
the Be9 (at, 2cr) He5 reaction the value obtained by this inethod is not so far apart
from the theoretlcally calculated eRe by using a phenomenoiogical potential of
alpha-alpha lnteraction.25)

    4. I. 2. Be9 Nucleus

    Fig. 36 skows the calcu}ated angttlar correlation distribution, fellowing the
above mentioned methed, together w!th the experimental values for the Be9 (ev, 2cr)
He5 reaction. The spiik-parity of the ground state of Be9 is 3/2-, that o'f the
ground state of ffe5 is 3/2-, aRd that of the alpha-particle is O+, so the relatlve
angular momeiitum between alpha-particle and He5 in Be9 is L=:O, 2. We conslder
the relative S state only and put f(k) =P-exp(-(k/av)2). In the figure tke calcu-
lated angular corre}ation distribution ls given for three values of ev, and as seen in
the fignre the distribution ls sensitive to the parameter ev. ev=O.40fmmi is the best
as seen in the figure. Then, P= O.88fm3•stmi. As a result the momentum distri-
butien of an alpha-cluster in Be9 is given by a function f(k) ==O.88 exp(-k2/(O.40)2).
This function reproduces the four 1<lnds of the aRgular correlation distributlon
fairly well, i.e. this function reproduces not on!y the peak around the recoi!less
angle but also tlie variat2on of the differential cross section at tke forward angles.
This variatiQit is just in accord with the variati6n o'S the differentia,1 crQ$s section
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I?ig. 36. The calculated angular correlation distributions tegether
       with the experimental values for the Ben• (ec, 2a) E[e5g'n{t
       reaction. The experimental angular cerrelation distri-
       bution in this figure are that obtained by the symmetric
       methocl (ei=:e2) and when EicrE2 at each energy and that ,
       obtained by the non-sy!nmetric methocl (ei=:42e) and when
       Ei xE2 at 28.0 MeV. For calculations and discussions see
       ]n text.

          scattering. The spread of the moinentum distribution is
      ainplitude is so iarge, that the existence of the strong alpka-
        in Be" is clear.
       distribution function f(k) used in the analysis of tl}e (ev, 2a)
     used also for the angular correlation distribution from the Be9
    ' The calculated angular correlation distribution is shown in
     absolnte value is norma!ized at tke recoilless angie, and fits well
     value. In order to ckeck tke grade of the fit of the absolute
     tke cross seceion of the (cr, 2ev) reaction to that of the (P, Pa)
    at the recei!less angle for both the experimental and the calcula-
       result is
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They are iR good accordance and give support to our treatment.
    4. 1. 3. BiO Arucleus
    The spin-parity ef the ground state of Li6 is i+, that of the alpha-partic}e is
O+, and that of BiO is 3+, so the relative angular mementum is L=:2 and 4. We
consider only the relative I]) state and put f(k) =P•(k/ev)`exp(-(k/ev)2). In Fig.
37, the calculated angu!ar correlation disribtttions are shown together with the
experimental value for the BiO (ty, 2fx) Li6 reaction. .When ev--O.57f-i, P=O.83
fm'o':st-i, a good fit is obtained. However, in the region coresponding to the large
mon entum of the cluster, the fit is not so good. In this region, tke effect o'f the
distortion is considered to be !arge for the D state, so the p!ane wave approxima-
tion is not suflicient. The experimeBts at different energies may clarify this
sltuatlon
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37. The calculated angular
   with the experimental
   (Qcr-4.5 MeV) reaction.
   correlation distribution in
   t'he symmetric method (ei = e2) and when

   MeV. For calculations

    4. 1. 4. Ci2 Nucleus
    The spin-parity of the ground state of Ci2 is O+. that o'f Be8 is O+ and thae
of an alpha-particle is O+, so the relative angu!ar momentum between aipha-
particle and Be8 in Ci2 is only L=:O. We put f(k)==P•exp(-k2/at2). When
ev= O.80f-i and P= O.036fm3•st-i, a good fit is obtained. The calcuiated angular
correlation distribution is given in Fig. 38 together wlth the experimental values
for the Ci2 (cv, 2a) Be8 reaction. The experimenta} angular correiation distributions
haw. e not a maximum but rather a dip around the recoMess angle. This distributien
seems inconsistent at a glance witk assumptlon of the S-state distribution, but can
be reproduced rather well when one takes lnto account the variation of the diffe-
refttial cross section of the free aipha-alpha scattering. The reaction Q-value of
tke CiL' (cv, 2ct,) BeB reaction is much !arger than that of• the Be9 (af, 2ev) He"" reaction,
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so that off-the-energy shell effect is larger. In the Ci2 (at, 2ev) Be8 reaction experi-
ment, there may be the effect of the sequential two-body decay process as wiR be
stated in•the next section. These two facts may be the reasons that fits are not
so well. About the momentum distribution functiofis, it should be noted that the
value ef parameter cy is two times larger than those for Be9, BiO and Oi6.
   The moinentum distributioR function thus decided is applied to the experi-
mental data of the CiL' (P, Ptx) Be8 reactlon at Ep=53 MeV.27) The spread of the
momentum distributions is similar as seen in Fig. 39.
   4. 1. 5. 0i6 Nucleus
   The spin-parity ef the grend state of Oi6 is O+, that of the grouncl state of
CiL' is O+ and that o'Åí tke alpha-particle is e-t-, so the relative angular inomentum
between alpha-particle and Ci2 in Oi6 is only L=O. We put f(k)==P•exp(-k2/av2).
The calculated angttlar correlation distribution is given in Fig. 40 together with
the experimental value for the Oi6 (at, 2af) CiL' reaction. When tv=O.3tlf-i,
P==O.51fm3•stmi, a geecl fit ls obtained. The dip arouRd 0=:350 is explailted by
the variation of the differeRtia} cross section of the free alpha-alpha scattering.
Tke spread of tke mementttm distribution thus obtained is considerably narrow.
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            Fig. 40. The calculated angular correlat'ion distribution for the
                   OiG (a, 2a) C'2g'na (Q=-7.3 MeV) reaction. The
                   experimental angular correlation distribution in this
                   figure is that obtained by the symmetric method (ei = 02)
                   and when E!r:E2 at 26.5 MeV. For calculation and
                   discussion see in text.

   4.2. The Sequential Decay Process

   In such a nuclear reaction that contains three particles iR its final state the
sequential two-body decay process must be taken iRto account besides the quasi-free
scattering process.28) In this process, the reaction proceed via two independent
steps, for lnstance, excitatien of the target nucleus and its subsequant decay. In
the (at, 2ev) reaction, fol!owing process can be censldered: in the first step, an
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incident alpha-particle is inelastically scattered by the target nucleus and the target
nucleus is left in an excited state with sufficiently long-life, and, in the second step,

the excited nucleus emlts an alpha-particle. This sequential decay process can be
selected out fellowing the kisiematical conditloR. The energy of an ineiastical!y
scattered alpha-particle at an angle is decided from the excitation energy o'f the
recoiled nucleus, When an inelastically scaetered alpha particle is detected by a
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Fig. 41. The Ei-e2 correlation distribution for the BiO (a, 2di) Li6g'na

       (Q :-4.5 MeV) reaction at 28.4 MeV when ei is fixed at 400.
       The solid lines show the energies of the alpha-particles corres-
       ponding to the sequential decay process.
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   the alpha-particles corresponding te the sequential decay

   process.
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counter at a fixed angle and the subsequently emitted alpka partlcle ls detected by
another counter which varies its angle, the energy of the former is constant
wkatever is the detection angle of the latter.
    To see the mixing of the sequential decay process, we measured the aRgu!ar
correlation distribution in which one counter is fixed aRd another is varied. An
angular cerrelation distribution of tke BiO (ev, 2av) Li6 reactiofi, when counter 1 is
fixed at 40e and counter 2 varies its angle, is shown in Fig. 41. 'l"he differential
cross section is shown in the Ei-02 plane. Peal<s corresponding to some excited
states of BiO are found as indicated in the figure. It seems tkat the alpha particles
from the sequential decay process are not contained so muck in the region where
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43. The Ei-e2 correlation distribution for the Ci2 (a, 2a)
    BeBg'na (Q :-7.5 MeV) reaction at 28.0 rvg[eV when ei
    is fixed at 350. The solid lines show the energies of
    the alpha-particles corresponding to the sequential decay

    process.
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44. The Ei-e2 correlation distribution for the Ci2 (a, 2a)
   Be8g'na (Qcr-7.5 MeV) reaction at 28.0 MeV when ei
    is fixed at 500. The solid lines show the energies ef
   the alpha-particles corresponding to the sequential decay

    process.
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the quasi-'free scattering analysis is performed. Three angalar correlation distri-
butions of the Ci"' (cu, 2cx) BeB reaction, (ei=250, 350, and 500) are given in Figs.
42--44. In the Ei-0L, plane. The sequential decay from some excited states of Ci2
are found as indicated in the figure, but does not atifect so mucli our analysis on
the quasi-free scattering.
    For the Be9 (ev, 2ev) }Ie5 reaction, the same analysis as for Bie and CiZ' shows
no apparent evidence of the sequential decay process.

    4.3. Alpha-Ci"sterimg Correlatien iR Light Nuelei

    4. 3. 1. General

    AmoBg many kinds of nucleon-clustering correlation, alpha-c!ustering has been
most frequent2y treated in the theory and the experiment. In the eariy alpha-
particle model of light nuclei, the alpha-particle in the nucieus was thought to
maintain perfectly the nature of a free alpha-particle. At present, such a cencept
i's proved to be quite wrong.L'9) An alpha-particle wiiicli is stable in the nuclear
field but disintegrates in the free space is coRsidered as an alpha-cluster. Such an

alpha-cluster has been treated from various points of view. One of tke treatinents
is as fo!lows: on the bases of the "resonating group tlieory" of Whee!er,5e) the
nucleus is thought as a composite system of clusters, the nature of the nucleus ls
discussed from the interaction between tlie clusters. This is generally called the
"cluster model".3'5) ABother treatment3i) starts 'froiin the single-particle wave
funceion o'f the shell model and the reduced width of the various l<inds of coinposite
particles and other properties of the nucleus are discussed by means of the coupling
of the nucleons and the configuration mixlng of the states.
    The most hopefu} and toplcai treaement, belonging to the first method described
above, is to construct the wave function of the cluster and the interaction between
the clusters on the base of Åíhe realistic two-body nuclear force. Such a treatment
has been applied to Be9 and suceeded in the explanation of the properties of this
nucleus.5)

    The reduced width oRly is not enough to inform the properties of the alpha-
ciuster correlation in tke nucleus. Also the mean distance between two c!usters is
essentiaL5,32)

    The quantity P in equation (16) which has been decided by the analysis of
the experimental angular correlation clistributien, can be considered to give the
probability of finding the alpha cluster in tlie nucleus P(u after taking into accoultt

the normalization. The quantity cu is considered to be related to tke distance
between the alpha-cluster and the core in the nucleus (i9=cu"'/2). Whena reaso-
nab!e approxknatien is adopted about the motion of the particles in the nucleus,
parai[lteter l9' which•is related to the CilstaRce between the alpha-c!usters in the

nucleus can be obtalned from S. The value of B' can be compared with tke
paraix}eter r of He`. The value of r obtained from the electron scattering experi-

mene ls r=:O.433 fm-:'. ]) ,
    The ratio x=r/3' is often used to see the degree of isolation of alpha-clusters.
The smaller the value of x is, the more the alplnc-clusters are spacially isolated.
When x=:O, the alpha-clusters do not overlap. As x increases from zero to a value
comparable wlth unity, the distan'ce between the.clusters becomes comparable w!th
their internal sizes and when x=1, the cluster model wave function co2ncides the
sltell mode} wave function, wkli LS coup!ing.3)
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1. The value of a and P, which are the parameters of the spread
  and ehe amplitude of the momentum distribution, respectively,
  obtained from the analysis of the experimental angular correla-
   tion distribution. And the value of B, P., B', and x, which are
  the parameters of the spacial spread between an alpha-cluster
  and the core, the probability of finding alpha-clusters in nuc-
  leus, the spacial spread between the two alpha-clusters in the
  nucleus and the degree of the spacial localization of the alpha-
  cluster in the nucleus, respectively, derived froin the experi-
  mental value as described in the text.
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    The value of P obtained from our experiment, the value ef P. derived from
P, the va{ue o'f ai obtained frem our experiinent and tke value of S' derived froin
cr by assuming a slmp!e geometrica! structure of the nuc!eus are giveft in Tab!e I.
  4. 3. 2. Be9 Nucleus
    Assuming that Åíhe Be9 nucleus is constructed witk two alplia-partic!es and one
neutron and considering only the kinematical condition among them, B'==O.21fm-i'
is derived. Then, x==O.49 is obtained. This ineans that the alpha clusters ln Be9
are fairly well localized. 'The value of P., derived from the value of P, is
P.=1.81. This va!ue is very close to tlie effective number ef alplia-c!uster in Be9
(Neff=2). These facts show that the alpha-clustering correlation is very strong
in Be9.

    For ehe Be9 nuc!eus, some theoretical treatments on the base of the cluster
mode! have been dene. In the aipha-particle model of Kuntz,`) the motien between
two alpha partlcies iR BeS core has been assumed to be the same as that in tke
Be8 nuc!eus and only eke motion between tke extra neutron and the Be8 core has
been varied. This model has succeeded to give the excitation energy of the !ower
states of the Be9 nucleus but has glven three tlmes iarger value of quadrupole
moment tkan the experimentai value. This discyepancy may be due to the assum-
ption that the motion betweeR alpha particies in Be" is tke same as ehat in Be8
nttcleus.

    The equillbrium distance between two alpha payticies was fixed at 4.60fm,
which coyresponds to S'=:O.07 fmlaL'. This value is muck smai}er than our experi-
mental result. In the models of Wi!dermuth et. al.3") and Hi'ura altd Shimodaya,5)
the motion between two a}pha particles in Be9 is also varied. ,In the former model,
the all nucleons which constrnct each cluster are treated in the same harmonic-
osciliator potentlal. The properti-es of the lower states of Be9 are mostly weil
explained when B' =O.242f-2. In the latter model, the motion betweeR the clusters
is treated by the phenomenological interaction based on the realistic two-body
nuclear force. The best agreeiinent is obtained with the properties of the lower
staÅíes and the value of the quadrupole inoiinent wheR B' =O.21 fmrm2.
    Coinparing with our experimental results, tke last inodel gives best account ef
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the value of S'. Hiura and Shimodaya, also, have calcuiated one of our experi-
inental angular correlation distribution on the bases of their alpha particle model
of Be" and have get fairly goQd results about tlie aiinplitude and the shape of the
momentum distribution.
    4.3.3. BiO AI/ucleus

    Assttming that the BiO Rucleus is constructed with two alpha particles and one
deuteron and considering only the kinematical condition among them, B'==O.314f-L'
is derived. Then x--O.7 is obtained.
    With some uncertainty in the analysis of the angular correlation distribution,
it can be said that the values of B' and P,, are Bot so far apart from the accurate
value. These values indicate that the alpha clustering correlation is somewhat
weaker in the BiO nucleus in comparisen with the Be9 nucleus.
    From the calculaeed value of the reduced width of alpha-particles on tke bases
of tke intermediate coupling shell model,3"o) it has been predicted that the fractional
parentage coe{ficient for the coupling between the alpha-particle and the ground
state of Li6 in the ground state of BiO nucleus is very small, in comparisbn with
that for the coupiing between the alpha-particle and the ground state of the core
in BeD, Ci2, and Oi6. However, the value of P derived from our experimental result
is not so small.

    4.3.4. Ci2 Nucleus
    AssumiRg that the CiL' Rucleus is constructed with three alpka particles and
that these three particles form the regLdar trlangle and considering only tlie kine-
matical cendition ainong them, B' =O.377f-2 is derived. Then x=O.87 is obtained.
The value of P. is derived to be O.344.
    These facts may indicate that the alpha-clustering correlation ls fairly weak

in the Ci2 nucleus. .•..,    The value o'f x is very close to the prediction from tlte nucleon cluster ir}ode}
of Smirnov et al.36) They have obtained, O.8-•-•O.9 for x, by comparing their medel
with the experimental E2 transition prob4bility in Ci2. It is indicated that the
alpha-clusters in Ci2 are not so isolated that the anti-syminetrizaeion among the
nucleons in the alpha-clusters becomes important.

    4. 3. 5. 0i6 Nucleus

    Although our experimental resalt is not sufllcient to discuss quantitatively, it
is worth while to perform the similar discussion as Be9, BiO and Ci2 in order to
see tke characteristics crudely. Assume that tke O'6 nucleus is constructed with
four alpha-particle' s and tliat these four particles ferm the regular tetrahedron.
Considering only the kinematical condiÅíion among them, B' =O.0684f-! is derived.
Tlien the value o'f x becomes O.16. The value of P,, is derived to be O.262.
    The value of P. depends strongly on the value oÅí ev, so that it is better to
compare the value of P o'f Oi6 wltli that of Be9 and Ci2. Then, it is found that
P of Oi6 is more tkan one order larger than that of CiL.
    Tkese facts indicate that the alpha-clustering correlation is stronger in the
Oi6 nucleus than that in the Ci2 nucleus, and tkat the alpha-clustering correlation

is an lmportant nature of Oi6. •
    The value of x has been predicted from the nucleon cluster model to be O.7
using ehe experimental E3 transition probability.36) The tendency that x is rather
small in Oi6 tkan in Ci2, is consistent with our result. 0n the otherhand the
reduced width of the alpha-particles which are coupled with the ground state of
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the core nucleus kas been predicted from the intermediate coupling shell model,35)
aRd has Iarger value in Ci2 than in Oi6. Tkis is not in accordaBce wltk our result.
To clarify tl#s problem, more experimentai works must be done.

                           5. Collc}uding.Reitiarks

    The evidence for the quasi-free scattering process as a main part of the (ev, 2a)
and the (p, Pav) reaction is obtained. The Be9 (av, 2ce) He5g,nd reaction is falrly
we}1 explained by the skmp!e calculation based on the plane wave impulse approxi-
mation. Furthermore, in the reactions on BiO, Ci2 aRd Oi6, the various shape of
the angular correlation distributions are we!! explained quaiitatively by our simple
calculation. These facts show that our simp!e calculation is useful as the first
approximation. The good fits in the case of Be9 iinay be due to the smai! reaction
Q value, the strong aipha-clustering correlation and the hardness of the aipha-
particle (large binding energy and rather weak lnteraction vLTith the other particle).
In the react!on on the other nuclei, the increase of the reaction Q value may have
more severe effect, that is, the incoiining aRd outgoing waves is more distorted and
the a!pha-partlcle in the Aucleus is more disturbed and more disintegrated in
comparison with the 'free a!pha particle. To ascertain the prob!em, more theore-
tical investigations (using the distorted waves for the incoming and outgoing par-
ticles aRd the interaction between tke disturbed and disintegrating alpha-partic!e
and tke free alplta-particle) and more experimental investigations (using varieus
energy and various l<inds of incident particles) are needed.

    Informations on the alpha-clustering correlation are also obtained. In the Be9
nucleus, the corye}ation is strong and the alpha-particle model is supported. Tlie
resuies on CiL' and Oi6 can be interpreted that the alplia-clustering correlation is
rather strong in Oi6 than iR C]"'. This is a very interesting feature to investigate
the effect of the many Ruc!eon correlation in the nuc!ear many-body system. More
experimental and tkeoretical works are needed especiaily on the Oi6 nucleus.
    The sequential decay process is found about some excited states of the inter-
mediate state nucleus (Bie and CiL'). To separate tlie direct-interaction process Åírom
the sequential precess more clearly, the azimutlial angulay correla#ion experiment
is thought to be useful. In experiment the distribution from the direct interaction
rnechanism sha!1 be sharpened wkile that from the sequentia! decay process broa-
dened.

    In conclusion, the measurement of the direct knock-out reactions, such as
(a, 2a) aRd (P, Pev) reaction in medium-energy region, seems to serve as a good
tool to get lnformations oi3 the properties ef the alpka and the cther cius#ering
correlations in the nucleus. More experimental and theoreticai worl<s on tlieir
reaction mechanism and the nucleen clustering (especially alpha-c!ustering) correla-
tions in the nttcleus are to be koped.
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